The world's best-selling learner dictionary of American English has been completely revised and updated! Still the only intermediate-level dictionary completely based on authentic spoken and written English, the Longman Dictionary of American English now offers even more outstanding features, including Thesaurus Boxes and a full-color picture dictionary. Real Language * Completely revised and updated coverage, including terms from business, technology, and the media, ensure that students learn the most current language. * 52,000 words and phrases. * Interactive CD-ROM with full contents of the dictionary. Real Clarity * The Longman Defining Vocabulary, limited to the 2,000 most common English words, guarantees that definitions are easy to understand. * 3,000 key words are highlighted so that students know exactly which words to learn first. * Easy-to-see signposts get students to the right meaning quickly! Real Help * Fully integrated thesaurus explains thousands of synonyms and antonyms. * Spoken phrases are highlighted to help students differentiate between spoken and written forms. * Full-color picture dictionary brings words to life. * Learner's Handbook section contains Writing, Grammar, and Communication Guides to help with common errors and vocabulary acquisition.
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Customer Reviews
The new third edition of the Longman Dictionary Of American English is out and includes a thesaurus and profiles 52,000 words and phrases, including all words on the Academic Wordlist, featuring not just definitions but examples. The thesaurus boxes explain synonyms and antonyms: add tips on grammar and key word highlights and you have a lasting library reference. No university
library can afford to be without a copy of the Longman Dictionary Of American English in their Language Studies and/or General Reference collections.

The dictionary does have some odd symbols and pronunciation keys, not usual for an average American dictionary, which could cause a confusion to most American students. I think they use the International Phonetic Alphabet.

This an exceptionally good dictionary. It explains the meaning of words in an easy understanding format. The use of color on the pages makes the pages easier to understand than most other dictionaries.

This is only dictionary allowed for NAC testing by NACES. Excellent for ESL students who may be unsure of common English words, comprehension. Only defines word and gives no nursing or medical information. Several ESL students with quite good English found it had helped them when testing!

Studying a dictionary is a good way to extend your vocabulary. You should try it. More reading more better you will be.

i love this dictionary, i like its definitions they are straight forward and clear. it came in excellent condition too.. im very please. cabretty

Got it for my 4th grade child. He uses it for his spelling homework weekly. Great dictionary!

Excellent condition. Great price. Love it.
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